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Widmer: John Adams, the Second President of the United States, and Switze

I.

JOHN ADAMS, THE SECOND PRESIDENT
OF THE UNITED STATES, AND SWITZERLAND
Paul Widmer
Writing on a topic such as· John Adams and Switzerland', to a large extent means
dealing with the roots of the American Constitution from a rather peculiar standpoint. In
order not to mislead the reader about the modest importance of this undertaking, I would like
to tell an anecdote at the outset.
In 1987 I took part in the Bicentennial Commemoration of the American
Constitution, a high-leveled symposium in Washington. At first, a Harvard professor made a
speech on the impact of the ancient political philosophers on the American Constitution.
Judith Shklar came to the conclusion that Cicero, Tacitus, Plutarch and Polybius had minimal
influence, though the founding fathers had considerable knowledge of them. After that a
professor from Edinburgh . displayed connections to the Scottish philosophers.

Neil

Maccormack ended his speech with a remark that, though the influence of a David Hume can
undoubtedly be found, the Scottish impact was very limited. Finally the Lord High
Chancellor, the British Justice Minister, began to speak, commenting on the English Common
Law as a model for the American Constitution. Even though the Common Law served as the
most important channel for spiritual infusions into the masterpiece of 1787, Lord Hail sham
of St. Marylebone also came to the sober and noble conclusion that the American
Constitution had in essence been created independently 1•
As a matter of fact, it was not foreign thought that had the most immediate effect on
the Constitution, it was something else, - the already in 1787 existent constitutions in
individual American States. Most of the thirteen states were acquainted with the bicameral
system, the separation of powers, and with representative democracy. These models exerted a
lasting influence on the founding fathers.
Therefore I would like to join the above mentioned speakers and point out at the start
something that is already known: The impact of Switzerland on the American Constitution is
also small. It seems to me, however, that the Swiss contribution is somewhat greater than
usually believed to date. Two factors caused this development: First, an American President
whose interest in Switzerland has never roused much attention and, second, the undeniable
predilection of numerous Anti-Federalists for the Confederation.

1

Constitutional Roots, Rights and Responsibilities. Symposium Summary. The Ninth International
Smithsonian Symposium (Washington, DC 1987).
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In the 18th century, Switzerland and the Swiss cantons elicited considerable interest
from students of political theory. Whoever wanted to adopt a republican constitution was well
advised to take a look at the alpine republics which were among the last standard-bearers of
republicanism and democracy. The emerging United States did not hesitate to do so. In 1787,
in the course of the American constitutional deliberation, three points of view were
elaborated. 2
The prominent Federalist leaders, foremost among them Madison and Hamilton,
carefully studied the forms of government in the Swiss Federation of States and determined
that they were of no value to an extensive territory like the United States. The Swiss cantons'
federal structure, said the Federalists, was at least as inefficient as the Articles of Confederation
of 1781 which were unsatisfactory. The Anti-Federalists, led by George Mason and Patrick
Henry, did not carefully study the Swiss forms of government. But they felt they were
kindred spirits with the free mountain republics. They fought the supposedly arising leviathan
of government.
Finally there was John Adams, the second President of the United States, who gave
some thoughts to constitutional matters in Switzerland. This Founding Father ignored the
Swiss Federation as an entity. His interests focused on the public order within the individual
cantons. He believed that they furnished proof of his cherished ideas, namely the separation
of powers and a bicameral system. Adams certainly was not the first to discover the
democratic institutions of Switzerland and he stopped short of new insights. It is his merit,
however, to have brought Switzerland into the American constitutional discussions at the right
time. His reflections concerning the Swiss cantons reached the delegates of the Constitutional
Convention at the last moment as they convened in Philadelphia. They could just throw a
quick glance at his studies. After that, so it seems, they got forgotten. John Adams, never
favored by the American public, fell as a President almost into oblivion and his writings even
more so. 3 Therefore it may be appropriate to say first a few words about this man.
John Adams

John Adams was born in 1735 near Boston. From 1778 to 1788 he was an American
diplomat in Europe. The rugged Adams did not fit smoothly into the sophisticated court of
Louis XVI. Nor did he get along well with his famous colleague Benjamin Franklin who
moved with aplomb through the salons of Paris. Franklin, the darling of the ladies and
'philosophes' at dinner parties, took revenge and mockingly wrote to the Secretary of State:

2

Paul Widmer, "Der Einfluss der Schweiz auf die amerikanische Verfassung von 1787 ," Schweizerische
7.eitschriftfar Geschichte 38 (1988): 359-389.
3

Zoltan Haraszti, John Adams and the Prophets of Progress (Cambridge MA,1952), 1-2.
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John Adams "is always an honest man, often a wise man, but sometimes, and in some things,
absolutely out of his senses. "4 This dictum has stuck to Adams and his reputation ever since.
Nevertheless, square Adams accomplished much on a less polished parquet. With the
Dutch he negotiated in 1782 a Treaty of Amity and Commerce, nothing less than the second
treaty of the United States with a European state. Furthermore, in 1783 he was instrumental in
concluding the vital Friendship Treaty with Great Britain, the so-called Treaty of Paris. And in
1785 he was appointed as the first American Minister to the Court of St. James. This was not
an easy task only nine years after the Americans had fought for their independence. However,
Adams carried it out with bravura, - not least of all because, rather than with blind hatred, he
observed with keen attention the advantages Britain offered. In 1789 his countrymen elected
him Vice President. He did not particularly relish this office. It frustrated him like most of his
successors. Mockingly he wrote to his wife Abigail: "My country has in its wisdom contrived
for me the most insignificant office that ever the invention of man contrived or his
imagination conceived. "5
Adams used his tenure as Vice President to write the weighty treatise Discourses on
Davila. He had better not done so. This essay has been invoked time and again to indict him

as a stealthy monarchist. His archrival, Alexander Hamilton, another Federalist, did not miss
any opportunity to undermine the prestige of the Vice President with rumours and halftruths. Still, Adams was elected President in Washington in 1796. When it came to the reelection in 1800, the Federalists were split. Behind Adams' back Hamilton contrived . several
maneuvres to cause the incumbent to lose the Presidency. With only a few more votes
Jefferson was elected. Adams retired and went to Quincy. He _died on July 4, 1826, the same
day as Jefferson. Posterity treated Adams almost the way he anticipated in one of his more
melodramatic moments. "Mausoleums, statues, monuments", he wrote to Dr. Benjamin Rush,
the Philadelphia medical doctor and signer of the Declaration of Independence, "will never
be erected to me . "6
Adams' Political Thought

With his conservative bent Adams mistrusted human nature. Power leads to abuse, no
matter who exerts it. There was only one effective means to prevent this development. Adams
never got tired of propagating it, - the separation of powers. In his old age he again
admonished the Sage of Monticello: "Checks and balances, Jefferson, however you and your
4

Letter to Robert R. Livingston, July 27, 1783. The Writings of Benjamin Franklin, ed. Albert H. Smyth
(New York 1905), IX, 62.
5

6

The Works of John Adams, ed. Charles F. Adams. 10 vols. (Boston 1950-56), I, 460; (hereafter: Works).
March 23, andApril 12, 1809, Works, IX, 616 -617.
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party may have ridiculed them, are our only security, for the progress of mind, as well as the
security of body" .7 At no time in his life did Adams depart from this idea. He did, however,
not always bear in mind the separation of powers when he spoke of it.
Adams essentially saw the separation of powers as follows: "A total separation of the
executive from the legislative power, and of the judicial from both: and a balance in the
legislature, by those independent, equal branches ... ". 8 The legislature should be divided into
a House of Representatives in which the people's representatives are assembled, and into a
Senate which contains the elite. The Senate should only constitute a diplomatic forum, that is
something like the Continental Congress or, in Switzerland, the Federal Diet, or, in our days,
the Ministerial Meeting of the European Union. The delegates would act like the respective
ambassadors from New York, Virginia and the other eleven states. Finally, the executive
branch should have extensive authority in legislative matters as well. On the vertical separation
of powers, on the separation between the federal state and individual states, Adams hardly
expressed any thoughts.
Adams seemed to realise himself that his concept of the separation of powers did not
dovetail with the division of legislative competencies. He escaped into irony. In another place
he described his system as "the tripartite balance, the political trinity in unity, of executive
power, which in politics is no mystery. "9 This may be doubtful. But what Adams was aiming
at is no mystery. Adams hardly cared how the separation of power is enacted. For sure, some
checks must be implemented. Yet, something else is important: to prevent a development that
is customary in all states, namely that the legislative branch, by secretive manipulations,
captures control of the executive power. Adams was always afraid of the legislature, therefore the proposition to divide it; therefore also the idea to establish the Senate only as an
advisory body to the President, a body in which unquestionably deliberations would be held,
but no decisions taken; and hence the request to give legislative authority to the executive
branch as well.
Adams had a poor reputation with many Americans. They considered him an
aristocrat, sometimes even a disguised monarchist. When he became Vice President, his
exaggerated sense of protocol and his vanities made him a target of ridicule. The Senate
should be, in his eyes, a second "House of Lords". Nothing preoccupied him so much as the
title which should be bestowed on him. A sardonic senator moved to address the corpulent
Adams with "His Rotundity" . 10 In addition, Adams frequently blundered in his choice of
7

June 28, 1813. Dumas Malone, Jefferson and His Time. The Sage of Monticello (Boston 1981), 105.

8

The Defence of the Constitutions, in: Works, IV, 284.

9

Works, IV, 128.

10

Roy Swanstrom, The United States Senate 1787-1801 (Washington 1985), 60.
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words. The epithet ,.well born" was anathema in the young republic. Naturally, Adams uttered
it time and again and defended it as much as he could. 11 Such utterances and thoughts
confused people. And Adams could not repair the damage, even though later on he
continued his opposition against any form of aristocracy, _and even if it was true that basically
he was free of aristocratic inclinations. He had become his own victim, a victim of his
penchant to make a barbed comment at any opportune or inopportune occasion, a victim,
moreover, of his intellectual inaccuracy.
What about Adams as a democrat? Democrat he was, but not an ardent one. He, a
revolutionary of the first hour, confessed his allegiance to democracy. But he never fully
trusted it Shays' rebellion of 1786/87 in the hills of Massachusetts, the uprising of those
farmers with whom he had fought side by side for American independence, shook him
deeply. In addition, the French Revolution fed his incipient mistrust against some democratic
manifestations. In justifying his political philosophy Adams wrote: "Democracy never lasts
long. There never was a democracy yet that did not commit suicide. " 12 He agreed with Plato
and Polybius that history moved in cycles, that constitutions rose, perished and superseded
each other according to rules, and that the natural laws of change would be brought to a
standstill only if handled with exceptional prudence. Polybius saw in the mixed constitution a
remedy against such a development; John Adams saw it in the separation of powers. Polybius
was convinced that Rome with its mixed constitutions was the best state, Adams believed that
the English constitution with its separation of powers was even better than the Roman one and
that the constitutions of the American states with their bicameral system would even exceed
the English example. 13
No monarchist, no aristocrat, a lukewarm democrat: Adams was one thing foremost an ardent adherent of republicanism. 14 He fought all his life for the republic, that is for the
separation of powers and representation and, consequently, the opposite of despotism.
Whether a republic was monarchic, aristocratic or democratic was for him of secondary
importance .as long as a bicameral system and the separation of powers were duly respected. It

11

Works, VI, 495-496.

12

Works, VI, 484.

13

Works, IV, 440 ss.

14

I am not using the term 'republic' here as a synonym for 'democracy' ,as it is usually done today. Adams
employed the term according to the criterion 'separation of powers' and 'representation'. The Federalists
used it similarly. Madison contrasted the republic, characterizedby representation, in his &say No. 10 with
the "Landsgemeindedemokratie" [the democracy of the open air public assembly]. He utterly favors the
republic, which according to the terminology used today.would be called a representative democracy. See
The Federalist Papers, ed. Clinton Rossiter (New York 1961), No. 10 (Madison), 81 ss.
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is not without interest that in his remarks about the constitutions of the Swiss cantons, Adams
bestowed his highest praise on the principality of Neuchatel. Nowhere, according to Adams,
did the people enjoy more freedom: a "happy mixture in three branches has been the neverfailing means of reconciling law and liberty, in ancient and in modern times. " 15
Adams' remarks about Neuchatel bring something else to light. His "happy 'mixture
in three branches" sometimes means a separation of the executive, the legislative and the
judiciary branches. But quite often Adams thinks about a combination of monarchic,
aristocratic and democratic elements. In other words, he has exactly Polybius' mixed
C?nstitution in mind. Indeed, Adams is moving from one concept to the other when he
i~vokes his separation of powers. He may mean an administrative separation (executive,
legislative, judiciary branches) or a separation based on different types of constitutions
(~<?n~rchy, aris~ocracy, democracy). In most cases he is mingling both sets of concepts,
~i~his:.n2t particularly astonishing.
A~ different as the concepts of 'checks and balances' and of the mixed constitution
a~~

r~ga~ding their contents, as similar are they regarding their goals. Both pursue aims that
Adams cherished. First, they prevent the accumulation of power, hence eliminate the danger
tqat a deSJ?.9~ic regiment will arise. Second, both concepts are instrumental in establishing the
greatest. stability in a r~public. Without tri-partition, thought Adams, the constitutions of the
American states would necessarily be subject to frequent revolutions. 16
Defending the Constitutions of America

Adams' main work is A Defence of the Constitutions of Government of the United
States of America. Residing in London, he wrote 392 octavos in a frantic effort between fall

of 1786 and mid-January of 1787. Adams, usually a diligent diarist, could spare no time for
his personal notes in these months. 17 The second volume was printed in September 1787, the
third in 1788. The first volume is by far the most important, since- it was handed to the
delegates in time for the Federal Convention.
The Defence somehow shows that it has been written in Europe. The books that
Adams hastily excerpted would not have been available in American libraries. In another area,
Europe was important as well. The political developments in some nations - among these the
Swiss Confederation - deeply impressed the American diplomat who spent the years from
1778-1788 in Paris, Amsterdam and London. 18 Having attended the swearing-in ceremony of
15

Works, IV, 377.

16

Works, IV, 287.

17

Diary and Autobiography, ed. L.H. Butterfieldet al. (Cambridge, MA. 1961), III, 202.

18

Works, IV, 477.
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the new government in Utrecht, he wrote to Jefferson that neither in ancient nor in modem
history the people ever had as unmistakably exerted their own and undeniable sovereignty. 19
As soon as he returned from the Netherlands to London, where he was residing, he started
writing.
Besides the events in Europe, the news from Shays' rebellion in his native
Massachusetts also caused him to write down his thoughts. The rebels wanted to abolish the
governorship and the senate since in their opinion these parts of the government were
superfluous. Adams surmised the people had been confused by reading the letter that the
French 'philosophe' and statesman Turgot had written to Dr. Richard Price. 20 In this letter
Turgot criticised those American states that took over from the British the bicameral system
and, in analogy to the kingdom, the office of the governor. What for?, asked Turgot. The
nation alone should decide its fate. And for that purpose it needed neither governor nor two
chambers.
In his voluminous study, Adams defended the bicameral system of Massachusetts as
well as, for instance, the constitutions of New York and Maryland. 21 But when he began
writing in fall of 1786, he did not have in mind the Constitution which the United States was
to adopt the following year. In the final pages of volume I he stated that on a federal level
one chamber for the legislative branch was sufficient because Congress was neither a
legislative nor a representative assembly, but a diplomatic forum. The representatives were
virtually ambassadors of their states, they were bound by their instructions and, therefore,
submitted to the checks and balances on the state level. 22 The Defence is a book that is no
longer read. There is a reason for this. Adams did not know how to write books. Having
scribbled down a line, he never corrected anything, he never changed one iota. That shows on
every page. His books are careless and dull, although Adams' language was strong and vivid.
Adams' political p~ilosophy deserves attention. He had something to say and, in
addition, he was erudite. However, the body of his thoughts is rather small. He who reads the
introduction to the first volume of the Defence knows all. Afterwards, the reader only
encounters endless repetitions of his main thoughts on the bicameral system, the separation of
powers and the mixed constitution, strewn in one or two sentences in between a string of
quotations.

19

September 11, 1786. The Papers of Thomas Jefferson, ed. Julian P. Bond, 19 vols. (Princeton 1950), X,

348.
20

Works, IV, 300.

21

Works, VI, 486.

22

Works, IV, 579 -580.
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The Impact on the Federal Convention

Adams liked to believe that he had a tremendous impact on the Constitution of 1787.
This is proven by a marginal note which the gentleman-farmer made in the cosy seclusion of
his homestead in Quincy while reading a book about the Thirty Years' War. He read that
peace came when people were most desperate. Adams boldly wrote in the margin: "The
Constitution of U.S. of 1787 was concluded in the same manner by the arrival of a ship with
the first volume of the Defence. ,,23 Indeed, Adams did not have to complain about a lack of
attention. As soon as the copies arrived from London, the first volume of the Defence was
reprinted in three editions in Boston, New York and Philadelphia. The delegates at the
Convention in Philadelphia saw the book. One of them, Dr. Benjamin Rush, in a letter to a
friend, was full of praise: "Mr. Adams' s book has diffused such excellent principles among
us, that there is little doubt of our adopting a vigorous and compounded federal legislature.
Our illustrious minister in this gift to his country has done us more service than if he had
obtained alliances for us with all the nations of Europe. ,,24 Even Jefferson, then minister in
Paris, had complimentary words. On 23 February 1787 he wrote to Adams that he had read
the book, "with infinite satisfaction and improvement. It will do great good to America. " 25
He was even looking for a French publisher.
Some historians claim that Adams' Defence exerted a great influence on the delegates
of the Federal Convention and the public.26 His trenchant pleading for a bicameral system and
the separation of powers surely impressed some delegates. Yet there is no reason to
overestimate the immediate effect of his Defence. It was rather small, definitely much smaller
than Adams assumed in his later years. Adams seemed to be more in tune with reality at the
time of the publication than in his embellishing retrospective. Not without feeling sorry for
himself he prophesied on March 1, 1787 to Jefferson that later, after his death, America
would regret that it did not take this book more seriously. v He was right. Many derided his
book, others excoriated it. As long as only the 'hommes de lettres', the literati of Paris
snobbishly sneered at it, no real harm was done. But the situation in America, especially in
23

Haraszti, 267.

24

The Records of the Federal Convention of 1787, ed. Max Farrand. 4 vols. (New Haven 1937), III, 33.

25

February 23, 1787. The Papers of Thomas Jefferson, XI, 177. The first French edition was published by
Drouille in 1792 in Paris.

26

Carl Van Doren, The Great Rehearsal, [1948] (New York 1986), 45-46; Page Smith, John Adams, 2
vols. (Westport, CT 1%3), II, 700; James B. Peabody, John Adams (New York 1973), 328. Also Charles
F. Adams emphasizes the importance of the Defe,zce, in: Works, IV, 276.

27

March 1, 1787, The Papers of Thomas Jefferson, XI, 188 ss .
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Virginia, was hardly any better. His book elicited devastating reviews in most of the
newspapers. The Virginia Independent Chronicle dramatically wrote: "Americans beware for if you imbibe a particle of his political poison, you are undone for ever. "28 The political
poison's name that the anonymous commentator smelled was: monarchistic and aristocratic
thoughts.
James Madison, the 'Father of the Constitution of 1787' and a key figure at the
Convention, barely found a milder sentence. "Men of learning find nothing new in it. Men
of taste many things to criticise. And men without either not a few things, which they will not
understand. " 29 Yet he conceded that Adams' book attracted considerable attention around
the Pennsylvania State House. This publication, so Madison, would contribute to a
predilection for the British Constitution in America. It is questionable whether people read
Adams' volumes more than cursorily. particularly the second and third ones. The supposition
that they did not is documented by utterances from Adams himself. 30 The Defence probably
belongs to the kind of book that makes an impression with its combination of a good
introductory chapter and a voluminous appearance.
It is difficult to gauge Adams' impact on the Federal Convention. His name
apparently was never mentioned in the debates. In any case, it does not figure in the records.
Most of the delegates probably did not need to read several hundred pages to discover on a
federal level what already existed in almost all of the states, namely the separation of powers
and a bicameral system. Some might have thankfully found confirmation of their own
judgment in Adams' books. Still, more than a handful resented Adams' thoughts like a thorn
in the body of the nation~ and they rigorously fended off the intruder.

Switzerland in the "Defence"
Already at an early stage Adams had acquired a taste for Switzerland. In the spring of
1772 he stated: "The best Governments of the world have been mixed. ... The English, Dutch
and Swiss enjoy the advantages of mixed Governments at this Day. "31 He was also impressed
by the kind of federalism that was practiced in the Swiss Confederation: "We should

18

August 22, 1787. The Papers of James Madison, ed. Robert A. ·Rutland et al. (Chicago 1977), X, 155.

19

June 6, 1787, Madison to Jefferson, ibid., 28 ss.

30

Adams' assessment of his own influence on the Convention occasionally assumed an almost paranoid
character. He used to believe that the die was cast with the first volume of his Defence, but then, on the
other hand, he used to criticize Benjamin Rush, believing that not even Rush had read his work. Rush
rejected this; see also 19 September 1812, letter to John Adams, Letters of Benjamin Rush, ed. L. H.
Butterfield(Princeton 1951), II, 1135.
31

John Adams, Diary and Autobiography, ed. L. H. Butterlieldet al. (Cambridge, MA 1961), II, 58.
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probably after the Example of the Greeks, the Dutch and the Swiss form a Confederacy of
States, each of which must have a separate Government. "32 In the Defence the Swiss cantons
are chief witness for modern states with mixed constitutions because Adams purposely
refrains from describing the British political order. Astonishingly, he also only tangentially
mentions the Netherlands, though the American envoy was nowhere made more aware of the
democratic, aristocratic and monarchic elements of power than in Utrecht33•
The outstanding place of Switzerland in Adams' works is probably due to a large
extent to coincidence, that is to the literature that at the right moment fell into his hands.
Indeed, in the outgoing 18th century there was no scarcity of printed descriptions of
Switzerland - a country which lay at the cross-roads of wanderlust and democratic curiosity.
Adams studies or tells something about the constitutions of 27 contemporary republics. 18 of
them concern Swiss states or the Allied territories, the so-called ' zugewandte Orte', such as
the City of Miilhausen. By mistake Adams also added Friesland to the chapter about the
democratic republics of Switzerland. 34
Among the democratic republics Adams deals with Appenzell, Unterwalden, Glarus,
Zug, Uri, Schwyz and Graubiinden. He pays more attention to Glarus and Appenzell than to
others and treats Graubiinden like a full federal state. In the chapter about the aristocratic
republics he writes about Bern, somewhat shorter about Fribourg, Solothurn, Lucerne, Zurich
and roughly half a page each on Schaffhausen, the City of Mtilhausen, the City of Biel and
the Republic of St. Gallen. He handled Geneva more extensively. Adams seems to have
mislaid the notes about Basel. Of the monarchist republics he writes about Neuenburg in
detail. Not mentioned are the Princely Abbey of St. Gallen and the Bishopric of Basel,
obviously because he did not regard them as republics. Furthermore, the allied sovereign
Oberwallis is surprisingly missing, although it was described thoroughly in both main sources
that Adams had consulted. Later in the text, Adams makes his sources known in a footnote. 35
He drew facts about Switzerland, as he tells us, from Faber's Quarante tables po/itiques de la
Suisse. In addition, he admits to have taken a few things from Coxe' s Sketches.
The Englishman William Coxe (1748-1828), known as a brilliant travel writer and
historian, published after his first journey to Switzerland the highly regarded Sketches of the
Natural, Civil, and Political State of Switzerland ( 1778). Claude Emanuel Faber, a Protestant
theologian from Lausanne, appointed as parson in Bischwiller in Alsace where he died in
1752, published in 1746 in Basel his Quarante tables politiques de la Suisse. The book
32

Ibid., III, 352.

33

Contribution to the Boston Patriot, September 5, 1809, in: Peabody, 274 -275.

34

Works, IV, 325-326.

35

Works, IV, 342.
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contains only scarce commentary. Its purpose, as the author stated in the preface, was to be
consulted as an accurate collection of data and facts. Beauty of style would not be found in
his book, he wrote. The value of the book lay in the historical reliability, order and clarity. 36
Such words must have appealed to Adams. A literary man from Bern who was very much
familiar with Swiss affairs, Gottlieb Emanuel von Haller, judged the book differently: "This is
one of the most imperfect books that has ever been written about Switzerland. ,m
Adams leaned too much on the works of Coxe and Faber. He actually copied literally
from Coxe, and the passages he cherished in Faber's work he translated them word for word.
He did not care about quotation marks. He would have been compelled to mark too many
things as quotations. For example, the notes about the Republic of St. Gallen are composed of
three sections. He took over the first section, except for one sentence, from Coxe' s Sketches,
and borrowed the second and the third from Faber. Only one sentence originates from him. 38
The sources are evident all the time. When he speaks about Uri, he sticks with Faber until the
village of Gersau is mentioned. Then he goes back to Coxe. Was Coxe also mistaken in
placing Gersau in Uri? Not really, but Adams let himsel_f_ be mislead. Coxe's travel
descriptions were composed as letters. So, the Englishman writes in the same letter about Uri
and the tiny Republic on the Lake of Lucerne. 39
When describing the cantons, Adams often contributes only one original sentence.
But then this sentence contains in a somewhat varied form his favourite notion which is quite
clearly stated in the introduction to the Swiss chapter. He writes that there is neither genuine
democracy nor a genuine aristocracy in the federal cantons. Even the most superficial
observer would notice that all the states here are made of monarchic, aristocratic and
democratic elements. Adams never got tired of propagating this view over and over again.
With his fixed idea of trying to unveil the constitutions of all the cantons as mixed
constitutions, Adams naturally failed to recognize the particularity of different regions.
His idea of the mixed constitution in Switzerland's territories is almost always wrong
when it is compared with what he actually meant, that is the constitutional framework. First of
all, he had troubles in identifying the monarchic part of the constitutions. This 1s not
surprising. It is also difficult to determine what is supposed to be democratic in the

36

Faber, 2.

37

Filnfter Versuch eines critischen Verzeichnisses aller Schriften, welche die Schweiz betreffen (Bern 1766),
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constitutions of the aristocratic city-cantons. To trace aristocratic elements in the democratic
character of the Landsgemeinde constitutions is likewise not easy. Their framework still
remained democratic, even if public life in the La,ndsgemeinde cantons in the 18th century was
marked by aristocratic features. Adams interpreted their constitutions incorrectly, however, he
was much more right as to the social reality in those cantons.
I will explain this critique of Adams' methods with the example of Glarus. Coxe was
very much impressed with the situation in Glarus: "The state is completely democratic,'' he
claimed. 40 Although he takes over almost everything from Coxe, Adams changes this very
sentence according to his fixed idea: "The state is under no circumstances completely
democratic. '"'1 The sovereignty lies indeed with the Landsgemeinde. However, there is a
Landammann who represents the monarchic element and a Landrat which is characteristically

called Senate by Adams and which represents the aristocratic element. So Adams concludes:
Glarus is not a true democracy, but a mixed state with monarchic, aristocratic and democratic
elements. In addition, the separation of powers was according to Adams insufficient. So much
executive power with the aristocratic La,ndrat, he claims, would have been dangerous if Glarus
had been just a little bit bigger and richer. 42
Adams contradicts himself without noticing it. His intention is to find out whether the
republics in the Confederation are democracies or aristocracies, or whether they exhibit a
mixed constitution. However, when he begins to write, he applies such a purist criterion, that
he cannot find either a republic or a pure democracy or a pure aristocracy. A republic has to
delegate authority, and when a democracy does so, it becomes by no means aristocratically
tainted. In the canton of Glarus the sovereignty was not separated between the Landammann,
the Landrat, and the Landsgemeinde. It lay unequivocally with the Landsgemeinde and there
were no monarchic or aristocratic hideouts. On the contrary, the Landsgemeinde transferred
important powers to the Landammann and the La,ndrat, while it retained the highest authority
to itself.
Adams wrote like a democratic fundamentalist. Yet he wasn't one. He was no disciple
of Rousseau. But in the hasty course of his research he became obsessed solely with finding
proof that all valuable constitutions were mixed. With false criteria, with criteria that he
himself deliberately rejected, he achieved his goal. However, he paid a considerable price for
it. He blunted his ability of discernment. In his Defence Adams was feverishly looking for
states which could somehow prove that the constitutions of the American states with their
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separation of powers and the bicameral system were on the right track. In doing so he looked
at Switzerland. This fact is significant. much more significant than the way he interpreted the
constitutions of the Swiss Confederation. The conclusions which he reached were double
wrong. His interpretations had little to do with the constitutional norms. and the constitutional
norms themselves did not correspond anymore to the actual situation both in the countryand in the city-cantons.
Outside the Defence, where he did not have to follow his self-imposed search for
proof, he was not wrong about the situation in some cantons. Only three years after he had
written the first volume, in 1790, he observed in a letter: In Bern the people do not participate
in the sovereignty. Bern is almost as much a monarchy as France before the Revolution. 43
Also, he did not fail to observe that Geneva had turned into an oligarchy in the 18th
century. 44 It is even questionable, whether he still regarded the constitutional situation in the
Swiss cantons as a model. He wrote later to Benjamin Rush that Switzerland was not a republic
anymore, it existed in name only; greed had destroyed the republican spirit in the same
manner as in the ancient democracies. 45
The Swiss Influence on the American Constitution
When he started writing his Defence John Adams. neither a Federalist nor an Anti- ·
Federalist. looked for material to defend his favorite work. the Constitution of Massachusetts.
In doing so he pursued two ideas. that of the mixed constitution which he called separation of
powers. and the bicameral system. Due to many sources. Adams found much material about
Switzerland. As the only one doing so. he did not focus on the federal structure, but on the
individual cantons. He entirely ignored the Confederation as an entity. Adams probably was
the first American who ever made an effort of dealing with each canton. He did this in a
honorable context, specifically regarding the question to what extent the constitutions of the
cantons confirmed the constitutions of those states in America that had a bicameral system.
History. though. outwitted Adams. While he was day and night reflecting on the
second volume of his opus magnum in London, the delegates convened in Philadelphia in
order to draw up a new constitution for the United States. Adams reacted swiftly to the new
situation. He was no longer satisfied with a modest defence of the constitution of
Massachusetts. His work was now intended more as a philosophical foundation for the new
Federal Constitution. Hence the reflections about the Swiss cantons unexpectedly attained a
43
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much wider context. For the place that Switzerland takes in the debate about the constitutions,
Adams' contribution is not insignificant. He certainly was not the first to discover the
democratic institutions in Switzerland and he stopped short of new insight, but he brought
Switzerland into the discussion in America at a propitious time. Madison, however, had
already studied the situation in the Confederation before Adams. But it is questionable
whether he would have dealt with Switzerland in the Federalist Papers if Adams had not
brought the cantons into the spotlight to such an extent. Madison announced his real
preoccupation already in the first sentence of his accounts of Switzerland. He wanted to
contradict those who praised· the Confederation as a stable federal union. 46 Possibly, Adams
had also prompted some of the verbal interventions in Philadelphia. However, this cannot be
proved. Yet Adams' traces have not been lost at least in one of the works of the AntiFederalists. ~
The example of Switzerland often came up in the discussions about the constitution.
Naturally the Swiss example was more an argument against the new Constitution than for it
The Confederation was above all referred to by those who did not want to change anything.
No one said it more clearly than Patrick Henry. 48 Switzerland proved that America did not
need a new constitution. Every time when national political ideas were contested, those who
defended the Swiss line would lose. The Federalists strove to institute a big state, while the
friends of Switzerland preferred a smaller state; the Federalists fought for a representative
democracy, the supporters of Switzerland were proponents of direct democracy~ the
Federalists championed a powerful central authority in a federal state, their opponents
advocated a loose union of individual states.
One can add a few refinements to this broad picture. In some cases the evidence of
Switzerland might have influenced the forming of the Constitution. Switzerland delivered
good arguments to the debate over federalism. It offered examples to those who wanted to
furnish the individual states with as much power as possible. Thereby it might have
contributed to the tempering of certain centralist attempts. It also offered a backing to those
who supported equal representation of all states. The more or less victorious supporters of the
New Jersey plan who were able to assert themselves in the equal deputation of the Senate,
could not have found a more convincing proof than the Federal Diet.
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Nowhere in the entire constitutional debate was the model of Switzerland as
prominent as in the discussions centering on the Bill of Rights. Even though the Swiss
Federation had no constitutional document encompassing individual rights or human rights,
the republican spirit in the Alps was again and again conjured up. The Switzerland they were
talking about was often only conditionally the Switzerland which lies on the 47th parallel. It
was a larger-than-life Switzerland, a symbol of democracy and freedom. It was the place in
Europe which, surrounded by aristocracies and monarchies, alone still kept the tradition of
democracy alive, at least partially,.
Thus Switzerland's influence on the 1787 Constitution spread. John Adams' reasons
for bringing Switzerland, the democratic example, into the American debate may have been
academic. The Anti-Federalists did it to promote their own interests. However, with the Bill of
Rights the party affiliations became moot. Now thoughts, that in the view of their proponents
were republican, democratic, and similar to the Swiss model, flowed into the Constitution.
Hence, the faraway glow of the democracies in the Alps may have illuminated the 1787
Constitution with one or two rays. The American Constitution, in turn reflected the bestowed
light onto the Swiss Federal Constitution of 1848, greatly magnified by the adoption of the
two-chamber system, of representative democracy, and the example of a successful federal
state.

Pictet de Rochemont and America
Wise men had recognized the uniqueness of the American Constitution at an early
stage. The physician and publicist Ignaz Paul Vital Troxler fought untiringly for the
transatlantic model. Gallus Jakob Baumgartner, the powerful statesman from St. Gallen and
the grey eminence of the draft for a new federal constitution of 1832, declared: "Concerning
the federal structure I have a clear idea: ... We have to follow the American principle as
closely as possible. •'49 However, the first to recognize the novelty of the constitutions of the
thirteen colonies was Charles Pictet de Rochemont, perhaps Switzerland's foremost diplomat.
Would it be a mistake to place this statesman from Geneva, to whom Switzerland owes the
international recognition of its neutrality at the Second Paris Peace Conference of 1815,
beside John Adams or even beside Thomas Jefferson? This question may remain open. Pictet
did know neither the second nor the third American President. However, he shared their views
and their interests as few other Europeans did.
In 1794, prompted by the French model, revolutionary disorder broke out in Geneva.
Pictet, an officer and auditor, was sentenced to a one year house arrest. He retired completely
to his estate in Laney and kept himself busy with farming and literature. He shared these
49
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affinities with Adams and Jefferson. He managed to create a model estate. His Merino-sheep
had an excellent reputation all over Europe. Even Tsar Alexander I ordered 15,000 of them, a
fact that later on facilitated Pictet' s diplomatic negotiations with the Russian court. By the
way, Jefferson, also a proud Merino-sheep breeder, was less lucky with this kind. Pictet, like
Jefferson, was an enlightened physiocrat. He regarded farming as the most useful and
dignified activity. In his opinion it constituted the basis for the prosperity of a state. The Sage
of Monticello wrote down such thoughts as well. Both men were in contact with the famou~ .
French physiocrat Pierre Samuel Dupont de Nemours.
· Pictet was very unhappy. about the revolutionary disorder in Geneva. For· a while be.
was toying with the idea of emigrating to the United States. For this reason he was.looking for
written material in order to inform himself about the new country. He came across a book by
Jediah Morse. He read it, translated it, and published it in Paris in 1795 under -the title

Tableau de la situation actuelle des Etats-Unis d'Amerique. He supplied the book with an
introduction in which he showed his predilection for the American outlook: He claimed that
"Americans respect as truth only what is solidly proven, they are against any domination,
they have an independent spirit, and an illuminated mind. We can set against this only a
humiliatingly degenerated mind, which is subjugated to the tyranny of a few sacred terms. "50
And at another place he exclaims: "What an example for Europe! What a contrast in the
spirits of nations! What a disgust to return to our misery and deplorable errors after having
seen such a magnificent and sweet spectacle of a happy and free people that makes all of
nature's gifts its own! To the respect for religion and virtue, which characterises the
Americans, we oppose an unbridled philosophy. "51 He also added the American Constitution
to Morse's text, one of the first French translations. Why did he do it? Pictet gave the
following explanation: "I wanted to distract myself from what was going on and what had
happened by collecting some ideas on things that were striking to me. But slowly my work
captured me. I thought a presentation of the effects of real freedom - in contrast to fanatic
behaviour honoured by this name - could do some good. I hoped that the facts would lead to
some thoughts and that both together, published at a moment, in which more moderate ideas
seemed to come back, might help to redirect the attention to the archetype of a perfect
constitution, which is to be found to a large extent in America. "52 Pictet searched for freedom
and virtue in America, while John Adams looked for the same in the Alps.
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Besides, the Geneva country squire founded the Bibliotheque Britannique, a scientific
and literary periodical, with his brother, the scholar Marc-Auguste. This was not merely an
entrepreneurial effort, it was above all a courageous act. It was by no means harmless to draw
attention to Anglo-Saxon models in the midst of the revolutionary turmoil and the
Napoleonic dictatorship. It might have been understood as a hidden critique of the situation
in France, what it actually was, and what the book about the United States and the

Bibliotheque Britannique aimed at. "I tried to speak about freedom still at a time when its
name seemed to be associated with' offence'," Pictet observed. 53 By keeping himself busy
with the United States and the Anglo-Saxon world, he found the spiritual freedom that
Geneva, shaken by the revolution, could no longer give him. and he drew inspiration from
America in gloomy times.
Looking back on Adams, Jefferson and Pictet I am enticed to say: Those were happy
days when there were statesmen of this stature on both sides of the Atlantic, - educated men,
who did not mingle theory and practice, private life and state affairs, but who knew how to
unite them in such a way that the ideals of the Roman Republic, that the ideals of old Cato
seemed to become reality again. They were ready to stand up for their country and their
understanding of civic service impelled them to do so. However, they remained true to their
convictions, - and rather than giving them up, they withdrew from political life altogether and
devoted themselves to farming as well as literary and scientific pursuits. With an admirable
thirst for knowledge, they took part in the intellectual discussions of their time. They were
eager to learn from each other. In doing so, John Adams highlighted the value of Switzerland
perhaps more than justified as did Pictet that of the United States. They complemented each
other and revealed the exceptional relations that deserve the name 'Sister Republics.' 54
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